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This third season of Shakespeare Republic is ranked in the TOP 10 web series in the world and is
the Most Awarded Anthology Series globally for 2021 (Ranked #6 out of 800+ web series
around the world & #2 in Australia) according to number of awards the season received in
2021 from the Top 20 webfests around the globe*.
ADAPTED AND DIRECTED BY SALLY McLEAN
*2021 Web Series World Cup
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PICTURED: Jessica Martin as “Rosalind” in Shakespeare Republic: #AllTheWebsAStage (The Lockdown Chronicles) (2020
2)

Synopsis
Filmed in lockdown during the global pandemic of 2020 …
Twenty four souls, six cities – one shared experience of being
human.
Using Shakespeare's original text and characters, reframed through a modern
lens, we shine a light on the human experience in a COVID-19 world. Building on
the success of the previous two seasons of the multi award-winning web series,
Shakespeare Republic (2015-2020), this new season of the work turns the
camera on Shakespeare's characters in lockdown, featuring actors from Australia
and around the world.
Created, adapted and directed by Sally McLean, the actors filmed themselves
while in isolation, directed by McLean in real time via video conferencing
software from Melbourne, Australia. Taking iconic monologues and characters
from Shakespeare’s cannon, we look through a myriad of windows from
Australia, Scotland, England and the USA into the current shared experience of
human beings in isolation.
Reflecting a plethora of experiences in lockdown,
including mental health issues, death of a loved one,
Zoom dating, house renovating in lockdown and
more, we train a lens on the shared human experience
that connects us, despite our physical separation.
Featuring actors with credits from Broadway, the
West End, Shakespeare’s Globe and mainstream Film
& TV, both established and emerging, this is
deliberately Shakespeare with a difference.
FOR MORE INFORMATION:
www.allthewebsastage.com

PICTURED: Don Bridges as “Corin” in Shakespeare Republic: #AllTheWebsAStage (The Lockdown Chronicles) (2020)
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About The Season
Created by Australian actor, Sally McLean in 2015, Shakespeare Republic is an internationally award-winning, female-led and
culturally diverse anthology series produced by Incognita Enterprises that celebrates not just the world’s greatest playwright,
but also his insightful understanding of the big issues of his time. Insights that still hold relevance today and form the basis for a
truly diverse, inventive and epic journey into the nature of being human.
Built on the premise of taking a selection of Shakespeare pieces and making them more accessible to modern audiences by setting
each piece in a contemporary situation, while playing with gender and embracing diversity, the series is now moving into it’s third
official season, with an expanding universe of mini-series, short films and special projects.

In March 2020, we began inviting actors from around the globe to submit a 1-2 minute Shakespeare monologue as a self-test
(filmed on their phones at home), to be considered for inclusion in this new season of the series. We realised, for the first time,
that we could truly take this work global – one of the silver linings of the current situation – and what better way to celebrate
our 5th Birthday year than to challenge ourselves with this new way of filming with actors all over the world?
As of early April, rehearsals with the first round of actors had begun and filming commenced in May 2020 with the first block of
episodes – directed by Republic Creator/Director, Sally McLean in real time from her “directing nest” in Melbourne – all done
remotely via the Internet.
As each episode was filmed, edited and completed, it was uploaded onto the Shakespeare Republic Facebook Page and showcased
on the official site – available for free for the world to see. All teasers and behind the scenes videos were made available on
Incognita Enterprises YouTube channel as well.
The result? 24 episodes. 107 minutes of Shakespeare. And the realisation that we are all connected, no matter how far apart we
currently are.
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Shakespeare Republic
Created by award-winning Australian actor, Sally McLean in 2015, Shakespeare Republic is a critically
acclaimed, female-led and culturally diverse anthology series produced by Incognita Enterprises that
celebrates not just the world’s greatest playwright, but also his insightful understanding of the big
issues of his time. Insights that still hold relevance today and form the basis for a truly diverse, inventive
and epic journey into the nature of being human.
Adapted & directed by Sally McLean, with a highly experienced crew carrying a combined total of over 300
professional credits to their names, the three current seasons of Shakespeare Republic have been
officially selected for over 100 international film festivals & webfests, nominated over 100 times and
won over 40 awards to date. Viewed online over 270,000 times to date across five platforms, the series
is an innovative and exciting ride through the works of William Shakespeare through a 21st Century lens,
featuring an international cast including Nadine Garner, Michala Banas, Alan Fletcher, Christopher Kirby,
Scott Major, Dean Haglund and more.
The commissioned short film Speaking Daggers, a spin-off project from the series co-produced with
Independent Schools Victoria for the inaugural Arts Learning Festival in Melbourne, was officially selected
for 23 festivals on the international film festival circuit, including the Academy Award® accredited St
Kilda Film festival, winning three Best Short Film awards. The film also received a “Highly Commended”
Finalist nod from the Shakespeare Birthplace Trust’s Shakespeare Film Festival in the UK in 2017, as
awarded by Jury President, Sir Kenneth Branagh (which also marked Speaking Daggers’ film festival
premiere).

Shakespeare Republic creator/director, Sally McLean is a faculty member at the renowned Howard Fine
Acting Studio Australia as their resident Shakespeare teacher and her first published work on
Shakespeare, an essay exploring her methodology behind Shakespeare Republic and Shakespeare
performance in general, was published in the UK by Routledge Press in 2020 as part of the academic
collection, Playfulness In Shakespearean Adaptations edited by Marina Gerzic (The University of Western
Australia) and Aidan Norrie (Warwick University, UK). The third season of the series is currently being
taught at Syracuse University, USA, was discussed at the recent Shakespeare Association of America
Conference and British Shakespeare Association Conference and is also one of the subjects of an
upcoming academic collection being published by Arden Shakespeare in the UK.
All three seasons of the main series (2015-2020) have also been invited to be included in the official
curated collection at the National Film & Sound Archive of Australia in Canberra. We were additionally
featured in their web series showcase in 2020 and named as an “Acquisition Highlight” in their 2018
Annual Report.
The fourth season of the work - Shakespeare Republic: #GodsAndMonsters - is currently in development
for production in 2023.
PICTURED: Christopher Kirby as “Richard II” in Shakespeare Republic: #AllTheWebsAStage (The Lockdown Chronicles) (2020)
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Notes
Due to the measures taken to deal with the novel coronavirus pandemic, so many of us in
the film and TV industry were suddenly left without work, and to a large degree, purpose.
You build your life around the work and so when it suddenly stops, you don’t know where
to put yourself. I had another series about to go into pre-production and a theatre
production about to go into another round of workshop performances and development
work, both of which had to be shelved. Add to that the uncertainty of when work might
be able to start up again and the financial pressures you’re suddenly facing due to loss of
income and the outlook is somewhat grim. So this new season of Shakespeare Republic has
really served as a way to keep connected and keep exploring who we are now, from a global
perspective, using pieces written by someone who experienced his own fair share of
lockdowns due to plague, which makes the text even more relevant.
This was also a chance to go beyond Australia’s shores and work with actors that I might
not normally have had the opportunity to collaborate with before – and it’s been an
extraordinary process that I’m so grateful for.
But it was certainly a challenge creating the season this way! I would be on Zoom on their
laptop or computer, directing them in real time from Melbourne while they recorded their
performances on their phones & cameras across town or in London, Los Angeles, Glasgow
or wherever they were based. Rehearsals worked the same way. Some actors were
advantageously in lockdown with filmmakers, but the majority were their own crew, as
was I, which presented a new set of challenges we wouldn’t normally face when filming. It
was a huge learning curve, but we found a joy in collaborating that I think shines through.
From the beginning of doing this series, back in 2015, I have kept firmly in mind what my
Honorary Patron for Incognita Enterprises (my production business) Sir Nigel Hawthorne
said when he first lent his name to my work back in 2001. “Keep grounded. Keep real. Play
the person, not the part. Be true. Find the Real Person.”
All good advice when directing (and playing) some of the most famous roles in English
theatre.
The decision to release this season of the series in black and white, as opposed to colour
PHOTO BY: Julian Dolman

was based on several artistic and technical choices.
Cont’d/...
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Notes (cont’d)
From an artistic perspective, it gave the footage an archival feel, it also gave it an
historical feel, despite it being set in the 21st Century (which fits with the
Shakespeare theme, as well as the fact we're living through history right now) and it
also gave a sense of the world losing it's colour somewhat right now from a
psychological point of view. The technical reasons were due to everyone filming on
different cameras with different lighting, so choosing black and white gave it a more
cohesive look. But really the artistic reasons are what won the day for the black and
white choice.
As far as how we undertook this work - I would say that working this way is totally
doable, but due to us working on essentially no budget has meant that I’ve been
working upwards of 80 hour weeks since April with the adapting, rehearsing, filming,
editing, producing and all the other jobs I’ve taken on to save costs. My three coproducers, Billy Smedley, Phoebe Anne Taylor and Christopher Kirby have provided such
great assistance, and I had my fabulous post-production team, but it has been a
challenging and intense way of creating. I see people sharing their latest baking
creation on social media and feel a sudden surge of FOMO because I forget to eat
some days, let alone have time to actually be in the kitchen long enough to bake
something!
That said, if we had a budget, I’d definitely consider filming in this way again – I feel an
incredible bond with my fellow actors and my production team – we really have been in
the trenches together through this and I couldn’t ask for better colleagues to work
alongside while creating a series during a global pandemic.
That said, let’s not make a habit of it, ok?

Sally McLean, Director
Shakespeare Republic
August 2020

PICTURED: Sally McLean as “Macbeth” in Shakespeare Republic: #AllTheWebsAStage (The Lockdown Chronicles) (2020)
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Our Ensemble

Season Three features 24 actors based in Australia, the USA, UK and Israel. From established actors with profile with credits from Broadway,
the West End, Shakespeare’s Globe London and mainstream Film & TV across the globe, to recent drama school graduates and emerging actors
just beginning on their career, our Ensemble are a diverse, talented and committed bunch who bring their own individual flavor to the work with
critically-acclaimed and award-winning results.

CHRISTOPHER KIRBY (USA)

LAURA GARDNER (USA)

(The Matrix Trilogy, Wolf Creek,
Secret City)

(My Name Is Earl, Castle)

FRANK COLLISON (USA)

SALLY MCLEAN (AUS)

DANIELLE FARROW (UK)

MARK DICKINSON (AUS)

CARIS VUJCEC (USA)

JUSTIN HOSKING (AUS)

MAYA COHEN (ISRAEL)

DON BRIDGES (AUS)

JODI HAIGH (AUS)

(The Harris Tweed Story,
Betrayal)

(Wentworth, The Leftovers)

(Law & Order, Law & Order:
SVU)

(The Doctor Blake Mysteries,
Crime and Punishment)

(Recent Drama School
Graduate)

(Jack Irish, Neighbours, The
Oyster Farmer)

(Snowy River: The McGregor
Saga, Neighbours)

(O Brother Where Art Thou?, Dr (Preacher, Jack Irish, Utopia)
Quinn Medicine Woman)

LEO ATKIN (UK)

PHOEBE ANNE TAYLOR (AUS)

MIGUEL PEREZ (USA)

(Brassic, Corination Street)

(Revelation)

(The Shield, ER, Fear The
Walking Dead, Seinfeld)

FOR FULL CAST BIOGRAPHIES, PLEASE VISIT:
Season One Cast: http://shakespearerepublic.com/season-one-cast-crew/
Season Two Cast: http://shakespearerepublic.com/season-two-cast-crew/
Season Three Cast: http://shakespearerepublic.com/season-three-cast-crew/
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Our Ensemble

Season Three features 24 actors based in Australia, the USA, UK and Israel. From established actors with profile with credits from Broadway,
the West End, Shakespeare’s Globe London and mainstream Film & TV across the globe, to recent drama school graduates and emerging actors
just beginning on their career, our Ensemble are a diverse, talented and committed bunch who bring their own individual flavor to the work with
critically-acclaimed and award-winning results.

JESSICA MARTIN (AUS)

DOMINIC BREWER (UK)

YOLANDA OVIDE (UK)

PHILIP HAYDEN (AUS)

EMMA KNIEBE (UK)

(Recent Drama School
Graduate)

(Sweeney Todd, The Show Must

(Recent Drama School
Graduate)

(Band of Brothers, Romper
Stomper – Series, Neighbours)

(Whatever After)

TIM CONSTANTINE (AUS)

SASS PINCI (AUS)

ROBERT MYLES (UK)

FALON RYAN (AUS)

(Neighbours, Lowdown)

(Chasing Pegasus)

(The First Musketeer, The Show
Must Go Online)

(Recent Drama School
Graduate)

Go Online)

MARK MCMINN (UK)

SARAH PEACHEY (UK)

(Jesus: The Teenage Years, The (Comfort Food, The Show Must
Show Must Go Online)
Go Online)

FOR FULL CAST BIOGRAPHIES, PLEASE VISIT:
Season One Cast: http://shakespearerepublic.com/season-one-cast-crew/
Season Two Cast: http://shakespearerepublic.com/season-two-cast-crew/
Season Three Cast: http://shakespearerepublic.com/season-three-cast-crew/
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The Director/Writer/Producer
A graduate of The Actors’ Institute, London, Sally McLean’s work in screen production began with the BBC in London working
for BBC Music & Arts. After working there for four years, she formed her own production business, Incognita Enterprises,
under the guidance of Honorary Patron, Sir Nigel Hawthorne KB, CBE (1929-2001) – an association that continued until his
passing in 2001.
During this time, she wrote, produced and was in the on-screen ensemble of the successful original independent feature A
Little Rain Must Fall, which premiered at Ealing Studios, London. The film went on to attract interest from both the Bravo
Channel (London) and the BBC, and was invited to screen at the Cannes Film Festival.
BBC Film wrote the following in response to viewing the film: " ... immensely enjoyable ... wonderfully realistic ... refreshing ... The
cast played their well-defined characters superbly without exception ... (the dramatic events in the film) were handled both by
the cast and writer with skill and sensitivity."
On her return to Melbourne, Sally’s first original play, Chasing Pegasus – a Play in Ten Chords, premiered at Gasworks Arts Park
in 2006 under her direction, where it ran under the umbrella of the Victorian Seniors Festival and the Melbourne Fringe
Festival, before touring to the Mornington Peninsula. The play featured Jennifer Hansen (former Channel 10 newsreader) in her
theatre debut alongside Brigit Neval (Neighbours), Peter Flaherty (Bikie Wars: Brothers In Arms), among others alongside Sally
in the cast, with a special live performance each evening from Ross Ryan, performing his 1974 Number 1 hit song “I Am Pegasus”.
3RRR wrote when reviewing the play: “The script is engaging, and at times insightful. Overall, if you're in the mood for some
dramatic theatre with interesting characters, inspiring stories and a feel-good, uplifting message, Chasing Pegasus provides an
ultimately engaging night of theatre.”
After writing and directing a handful of independent short films, including films fixNATION in 2004 (screened on “OutThere”,
Foxtel 2005, Selected: Best of Anything Goes Film Screenings 2004, Melbourne) and Brigit & Benny (a modern faerietale)
(screened at The Festival of the Spirit) in 2005 and co-writing and producing the comedy short Why Must The Show Go On?
(2010) (in which she also played the lead role of “Madeleine LaRoy”), Sally created, wrote, directed and was a lead cast member
for the digital series, Shakespeare Republic, adapting Shakespeare for modern audiences. Now in its third season, the series also
features performances from Nadine Garner (The Blake Mysteries), Michala Banas (Upper Middle Bogan), Alan Fletcher
(Neighbours), Christopher Kirby (Wolf Creek, Season Two) and Dean Haglund (The X-Files), among others, has been officially
selected for over 100 international web and film festivals, nominated over 100 times, winning over 40 awards to date, been
picked up by Australian broadcast platform, Ozflix.tv for worldwide distribution and was noted as an “acquisition highlight” by
the National Film & Sound Archive of Australia in their 2018 Annual Report.
The Guardian newspaper wrote when reviewing Shakespeare Republic: “… polished, beautifully made series from director/
producer Sally McLean … a fine use of the platform and, more importantly, a very fine adaptation of the Bard … Shakespeare
Republic is put together with grace and wit. An assortment of actors do terrific work making the (non-dumbed down) dialogue
accessible, prying it open with great care and skill.”
In 2016, Sally was commissioned to write and direct the Shakespeare-themed short film Speaking Daggers by Independent
Schools Victoria, which premiered at ACMI, Federation Square. The film stars Nadine Garner, Michala Banas, Scott Major
(Neighbours), Christopher Kirby alongside Sally and has now been officially selected for 23 international film festivals, making
its Australian Film Festival Premiere as an official selection at the 2018 St Kilda Film Festival. The film was also awarded Best
Short Film at the 2017 Peak City International Film Festival in the USA, Best Short Film at the 2018 Berlin International
Cinefest and received a “Highly Commended” honour at the 2017 Shakespeare Birthplace Trust Film Festival held in Stratfordupon-Avon, UK, from Jury President Sir Kenneth Branagh.
Sally is currently developing the world generated by her feature film screenplay, Dalny, with a view to developing the film script
into a long form television series, as well as developing her WW2 plays, ‘Till The Boys Come Home and Bayonets & Bully Beef into a
hybrid short form digital series and long form traditional mini-series, again with her in the lead ensemble alongside Nadine
Garner, Michala Banas, Scott Major, Sarah Hallam (Wentworth), Dean Haglund & Christopher Kirby.
She is now in pre-production for her new limited web series Dark Arcadia, set in an Australian high school, featuring a swathe of
up and coming Australian talent - again using Shakespeare characters and text in a totally different way to her previous work.
She will serve as Writer/Director and Executive Producer on the project and once again work on screen also as a cast member.
This new series was made possible via funding from the City of Melbourne & Creative Partnerships Australia.
And she’s still working professionally as an actor for others in Australia, UK & USA, most recently as a recurring Guest Star in
the USA Sony/AMC cult hit series Preacher, opposite fellow Republic ensemble member, Christopher Kirby.
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Production Team

FOR FULL CREW BIOGRAPHIES, PLEASE VISIT:
http://allthewebsastage.com/crew/
Shakespeare Republic is copyright © Sally McLean 2015-2021. All Rights Reserved | Document design by incognita
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Accolades
Shakespeare Republic
Seasons One & Two
can be viewed on
Australian streaming
platform www.Ozflix.tv.

Shakespeare Republic
Season Three is
currently on the
international film
festival circuit and
can be viewed at
www.allthewebsastage.com

To see all awards,
official selections and
nominations for the
full series to date,
click the link below:
www.shakespearerepublic.com/
awards-screenings/

PICTURED: Sally McLean as “Beatrice” in
Shakespeare Republic: #LoveTheBard (2017)
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Highlights
Shakespeare Republic: #AllTheWebsAStage (The Lockdown Chronicles)
(Season Three) has been officially selected for 43 international film
festivals and webfests, been nominated 85 times and won 32 awards
to date.
In December 2021 the season was announced as one of the TOP 10
web series in the world and is the Most Awarded Anthology Series
globally for 2021 (Ranked #6 out of 800+ web series around the world
& #2 in Australia) according to number of awards the season
received in 2021 from the Top 20 webfests around the globe, as
calculated by the prestigious Web Series World Cup.
International award highlights include winning the Best Film Award at
the 2020 Falstaff Awards in the USA (previous winners include The
Hollow Crown series (BBC), Kenneth Branagh’s Hamlet
and Macbeth starring Michael Fassbender), Best Director for Sally
McLean and Best International Web Series at the New York City
WebFest in the USA, The Michael Ajakwe Award For Innovation at the
2020 Sydney WebFest, the Special Highlight Award for ‘being a
quintessential representation of this moment in time’ from the 2021
D.C. Webfest in the USA in conjunction with the Australian Embassy to
the USA, Creator Amets (Best Independent Showrunner) for Sally
McLean at Seriesland 2021 in Bilbao, Spain, The Michael Ajakwe
Award at the 2021 Digital Media Festival in Italy, Best
Director (International Narrative) for Sally McLean and Best Ensemble
Cast (International Narrative) from the 2021 NZ WebFest in New
Zealand, Best Writer of a Dramatic Web Series for Sally McLean at the
2021 Baltimore Next Media Festival in the USA and the Best Director
Award For Web Series for Sally McLean from the 2021 Seoul WebFest
in South Korea, as awarded by the SWF Jury from the 180 web series
Seoul WebFest selected from around the world in 2021.
To see all the selections, nominations and awards the season has
received to date, visit the official site here:
www.allthewebsastage.com/awards-screenings.
PICTURED: Christopher Kirby as “Richard II” in Shakespeare Republic: #AllTheWebsAStage (The Lockdown Chronicles) (2020)
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TheCritics Say
“McLean's combined expertise is on full display in Shakespeare Republic, which features
both a critical eye and ear to Shakespeare's text, and high production values for a series of
this kind … While McLean never explicitly defines what she means by the title "Shakespeare
Republic," her commitment to casting diversity suggests an underlying philosophy that
Shakespeare is (or should be) for everyone … Shakespeare Republic disrupts and refracts
traditional approaches to Shakespeare's plays, presenting original narratives at the
intersection of Shakespeare's words and our world in an accessible way… the vignettes
are themselves a metaphorical gauntlet thrown down to the viewer, daring them to
imagine what a full production in this world might look like … Shakespeare Republic uses
the twenty-first century's cultural questions of race, gender, and identity as lenses for
understanding Shakespeare's plays and I expect will continue to provoke discussion and
debate about what Shakespeare has to offer the 21st century.”
TONY TAMBASCO, BORROWERS AND LENDERS: THE JOURNAL OF SHAKESPEARE AND APPROPRIATION (USA)

“… a thoroughly fresh and modern take.”
RJ EVANS, KURIOSITAS.COM (UK)

“… incredibly clever and highly addictive …”
MADE IN MELBOURNE FILM FESTIVAL
(AUSTRALIA)

“… a sophisticated twenty-first century series with its own particularly
Australian flavour.”
SYLVIA MORRIS, THE SHAKESPEARE BLOG, STRATFORD-UPON-AVON (UK)

Shakespeare Republic is copyright © Sally McLean 2015-2021. All Rights Reserved | Document design by incognita
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TheCritics Say
“… polished, beautifully made series from director/producer Sally McLean … a fine use of
the platform and, more importantly, a very fine adaptation of the Bard … Shakespeare
Republic is put together with grace and wit. An assortment of actors do terrific work
making the (non-dumbed down) dialogue accessible, prying it open with great care and
skill. ”
THE GUARDIAN (AUSTRALIA & UK)

“… taking the world by storm,
done in an inventive,
captivating way … the entire
series is astonishingly smart.”

“Sally McLean has managed
to put screen adaptations of
Shakespeare back on the
map ...”

STAREABLE.COM (USA)

THE REALIST WEBFEST (RUSSIA)

“… an innovative and exciting
ride - a fantastic way to
take a dip in the
Shakespearean swimming
pool.”

“… beautifully produced soliloquies from Shakespeare’s
most famous characters, interpreted by a wide range of
talented actors.”
SHAKESPEARE TWENTYSCORE (AUSTRALIA)

RADIO GIRL PRODUCTIONS (UK)

“Shakespeare Republic is a superb collection of
Shakespearean texts delivered by Australian actors in
contemporary situations.”
SHORT, NARRATIVE & SERIALIZED (BOOK) BY JOËL BASSAGET &
MEREDITH BURKHOLDER (GERMANY)

Shakespeare Republic is copyright © Sally McLean 2015-2021. All Rights Reserved | Document design by incognita
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TheCritics Say
“If you haven't seen the #AllTheWebsAStage series I can't recommend it highly enough.
Smart, poignant and brilliantly crafted in lockdown by Sally McLean and a fantastic cast and
crew. Brilliant short films of Shax (sic) speeches exquisitely shot in black and white - little
slices of cinema that capture the mood of 2020 perfectly.”
BENJAMIN BROADRIBB, EDITOR 'ACTION IS ELOQUENCE': RETHINKING SHAKESPEARE (UK)

“Each episode is a perfect gem,
beautifully presented and so very
relevant to our current times. Each
actor unfolds their story, using
Shakespeare's original words, with
such skill and talent. Kudos to
Director, Sally McLean, and her
entire team & ensemble. From
heartbreaking to hilarious and so
powerful. Highly recommended
viewing.”

“Adapted beautifully for
COVID, with a case full of
trophies to prove it.”
ABC MELBOURNE RADIO
(AUSTRALIA)

IMDB.COM (USA)

“There’s a lot to love and even
more to admire … it’s some of
the best Shakespeare I’ve ever
seen put on, and in a creative
and timely way.”
STARRY MAG (USA)
Shakespeare Republic is copyright © Sally McLean 2015-2021. All Rights Reserved | Document design by incognita
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Shakespeare Projects
VIEWED OVER

VIEWED IN

MOST POPULAR WITH

MOST WATCHED ON

270,000

137

18-24 & 25-34

Computer

TIMES TO DATE

COUNTRIES

MALES & FEMALES

@ 54% OF VIEWERS

SHAKESPEARE REPUBLIC
(SEASON ONE)

SHAKESPEARE REPUBLIC
(SEASON TWO)

SPEAKING DAGGERS
(SHORT FILM)

SHAKESPEARE REPUBLIC
(SEASON THREE)

DARK ARCADIA
(MINI SERIES)

SHAKESPEARE REPUBLIC
(SEASON FOUR)

COMPLETED

COMPLETED

COMPLETED

COMPLETED

IN FINANCING

IN DEVELOPMENT

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE VISIT:
Shakespeare Republic: www.shakespearerepublic.com | Speaking Daggers: www.speakingdaggers.com
Shakespeare Republic: #AllTheWebsAStage: www.allthewebsastage.com
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Incognita Enterprises
Incognita Enterprises is an independent producer of award-winning, innovative and
original theatre, television and film, based in Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
Established in 1997 by actor and Creative Director, Sally McLean, under the honorary
patronage of multiple BAFTA winner and Oscar® nominee, the respected British actor
Sir Nigel Hawthorne KB, CBE (1929-2001), we produce new theatre works and original
film and TV ideas using established practitioners working alongside the next generation
of writers, filmmakers, directors and actors.

Current projects include Season Four of our award-winning web series, Shakespeare
Republic, starring Alan Fletcher, Michala Banas, Nadine Garner, Christopher Kirby, Sally
McLean, Billy Smedley and Phoebe Anne Taylor (currently in casting & financing), the
feature documentary Champion, featuring Sir Roger Bannister, Sir Christopher
Chataway, John Landy, Herb Elliot and Ron Clarke (currently in production) and television
series ‘Til The Boys Come Home, adapted from Sally McLean’s 2004 play, P.S. I Love You,
starring Nadine Garner, Christopher Kirby, Alan Fletcher, Michala Banas, Sarah Hallam,
Sally McLean and Billy Smedley (currently in development).
Our continuing aim is to create and produce engaging, quality productions for the stage
and screen that speak to a modern audience, while honouring those who came before.
Incognita … discover new worlds …
PICTURED: Jessica To as “Mai” in ’Till The Boys Come Home Concept Pitch Teaser (2017)
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Details

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
FEEL FREE TO GET IN TOUCH:
Sally McLean
INCOGNITA ENTERPRISES
Email: sally@ incognitaenterprises.com
PO Box 9305, South Yarra, VIC 3141 Australia
TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT INCOGNITA ENTERPRISES AND OUR TEAM, VISIT THE OFFICIAL WEBSITE:
Incognita Enterprises: www.incognitaenterprises.com

PICTURED: Nadine Garner as “Viola” in Shakespeare Republic: #LoveTheBard (2017)
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